
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

S and Y Industries, Inc. bolsters Quality Department 

Winfield, KS: S and Y Industries, Inc, specialists in Electronic Contract Manufacturing Services, are pleased 

to announce expansions to their Quality Department. These additions demonstrate the emphasis and 

dedication that S and Y has in delivering the highest quality electronic assemblies that customers can be 

100% confident in.  

Last month, S and Y purchased a MV-3 OMNI 3D AOI system (Automated Optical 

Inspection). The all-new MV-3 OMNI is configured with MIRTEC’s OMNI-VISION® 

3D Inspection Technology, which combines MIRTEC’s exclusive 15-megapixel 

CoaXPress industrial camera system with their revolutionary 8 projection digital 

multi-frequency Moiré 3D technology in a newly designed platform. Fully 

configured, the new MV-3 OMNI machine features four 18-megapixel side-view 

cameras in addition to the 15-megapixel CoaXPress top-down camera, making 

this system the most technologically advanced AOI machine in the world. 

 

“For 30 years S and Y has provided exceptional electronic solutions to all of our customers. 

We’re known for taking on challenges and delivering world-class quality solutions,” said Dan 

Foust, Senior Vice President of S and Y Industries, Inc. “In order to do that, we must team up 

with companies like Mirtec that provide quality equipment. With this MV-3, we can now offer 

3D AOI, which allows us to provide customers with the most advanced inspection available.” 

 

In January, S and Y appointed Tim Zakharov to Quality Control Manager. Tim 

has been a valuable part of the S and Y family since 2010. For the past 8 years, 

while wearing many different hats within the organization, Tim has been 

officially serving as the Systems Administrator. Among other tasks, his primary 

responsibilities include maintaining servers, network integrity, PC security, 

software installation, and solder testing. With his extreme attention to detail, 

Tim’s transition to manage the quality department was an obvious no brainer. 

His approachable demeanor, positive outlook and meticulousness make him 

a solid addition to the Quality Control Department.  

 

 “With the amount of orders we have been receiving, the growth S and Y has shown in the last 

two quarters plus all the new customers coming on board with us in 2018 and ‘19, we believe 

this new equipment and Tim’s move to QC was an obvious step forward for us,” explains S and 

Y Industries Senior Vice President John Foust.  

Tim stated that he is committed to continuing the high quality approach to minimize defects while 

integrating his experience with the existing AS9100, ISO13485 and ISO 9001 certifications that are already 

in place at S and Y. 



About S and Y Industries, Inc. 

S and Y Industries, Inc. is a Kansas Electronic Contract Manufacturer specializing in Printed Circuit Board 

Assembly, Wire Harnesses, Box-Builds and Electronic Design.  S and Y provides electronics manufacturing 

solutions to various industries including medical, industrial, aerospace and commercial.  Those solutions 

include: comprehensive electronic design, production and product management services. Additionally, S 

and Y delivers turnkey solutions from engineering to systems integration and order fulfillment.  S and Y 

holds AS9100D, ISO13485:2003, ISO9001:2008, UL and Woman-Owned Business certifications.   

 

S and Y Industries, Inc. is nationally recognized in the industry as an experienced, quality focused 

Electronic Contract Manufacturer.  They operate under 60,000 square feet of space on 5 acres and boasts 

certified J-STD-001, quality conscious, experienced technicians.  The company is headquartered in 

Winfield, KS and was founded in 1984.  They have a diverse workforce and employ over 100 dedicated 

team members.   

Click an icon to learn more about S and Y:  
 

  

 

 

 


